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EVIDENCE FOR BRITAIN AND IRELAND AS A LINGUISTIC AREA
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Approaches to linguistic areas have largely focused either on purely qualitative investigation of

area-formation processes, on quantitative and qualitative exploration of synchronic distributions
of linguistic features without considering time, or on theoretical issues related to the definition of
the notion ‘linguistic area’. What is still missing are approaches that supplement qualitative re-
search on area-formation processes with quantitative methods. Taking a bottom-up approach, we
bypass notional issues and propose to quantify area-formation processes by (i) measuring the
change in linguistic similarity given a geographical space, a sociocultural setting, a time span, a
language sample, and a set of linguistic data, and (ii) testing the tendency and magnitude of the
process using Bayesian inference. Applying this approach to the expression of reflexivity in a
dense sample of languages in northwestern Europe from the early Middle Ages to the present, we
show that the method yields robust quantitative evidence for a substantial gain in linguistic simi-
larity that sets the languages of Britain and Ireland apart from languages spoken outside of Britain
and Ireland and cross-cuts lines of linguistic ancestry.*
Keywords: language contact, linguistic areas, area-formation processes, northwestern Europe,
quantitative historical linguistics, Bayesian inference, reflexivity

1. Introduction. In areal linguistics and dialectology, both qualitative and quantita-
tive methods are well-established procedures for exploring synchronic distributional
patterns in linguistic data (e.g. Donohue & Whiting 2011, Lameli 2013, Michael,
Chang, & Stark 2014, Muysken et al. 2015). When investigating the diachronic dynam-
ics of area-formation processes, however, research almost exclusively relies on qualita-
tive methods. Without aiming at exhaustivity, this qualitative approach usually sketches
area formation in a small sample of languages based on a handful of carefully selected
features (see e.g. for the Balkans, Friedman & Joseph 2017:57; for Britain and Ireland,
Hickey 2017a; for the Baltic-Slavic contact zone, Wiemer, Seržant, & Erker 2014; for a
different approach to large areas, however, see Bickel 2017). What is still missing here
is a complementary quantitative method that explicitly implements time, can deal with
large language samples, and does not rely on deterministic diagnostic values of certain
linguistic traits.

We propose to implement such a method that tracks the emergence of areal patterns
using the changes in similarity over time between a dense sample of languages in a
given sociogeographical configuration. The robustness and magnitude of the signal
from these changes in similarity is assessed (i) by comparing it to signals obtained from
another, adjacent, sociogeographical setting and (ii) by controlling for random effects.
The configurations used as an application case for this method are Britain and Ireland as
the configuration suspected of areal convergence and the surrounding coastal regions of
northwestern Europe as a contrast group. The data on which the similarity measures are
based in this case study are fine-grained descriptions of the various expressions used to
encode reflexivity.
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This article is organized as follows: we first explain the linguistic reasoning behind
this method (§2), and then lay out the extralinguistic parameters, that is, the configura-
tion of our application case (§3). Section 4 gives an overview of the data, while §5 ex-
plains the quantitative methods used to track the formation of areal signals. In §§6 and
7, we explore and analyze the results, and summarize and discuss them in §8. We close
with some general remarks (§9). A full description of methods and data is made avail-
able in the supporting materials, which can be accessed online at http://muse.jhu.edu
/resolve/76.

2. Linguistic areas. Among the many problems related to the notion of linguistic
areas, four major issues prove to be particularly troublesome (Stolz 2006:34–39, Camp-
bell 2017:24–26, van Gijn & Wahlström 2018, van Gijn 2019). 

(i) It is almost impossible to define geographical boundaries of a presumed area
because the distributions of feature-value specifications do not converge.

(ii) The (minimum) number of languages and/or language varieties needed to
speak of an area cannot be determined.

(iii) The diagnostic value of a specific feature (for example, presence or absence
of subject-verb agreement, consonant-inventory size, placement of units rel-
ative to each other, etc.) is unclear, and the number of features required for
establishing an area is based on arbitrary assumptions.

(iv) The specifics of the sociocultural settings that foster, or inhibit, area-forma-
tion processes are elusive, if retrievable at all.

These enduring problems are partly ontological in nature and as such probably insoluble,
since there is, for the time being, no reason to assume that a nondeterministic ‘linguistic
area’ exists as an abstract, natural entity that is a predestined tertium comparationis for
comparing linguistic data (Stolz 2006:35f.). Therefore, instead of asking what the nature
of a linguistic area is and the extent to which a specific areal configuration conforms to
some deterministic notion of ‘linguistic area’, it seems more fruitful to look at various
manifestations of linguistic divergence and convergence, that is, evolution of similarity,
under specific circumstances and to explore emerging patterns.

In line with recent proposals for circumventing categorial dead ends (e.g. Bickel &
Nichols 2006, Muysken et al. 2015, van Gijn 2019), we advocate an approach drawing
on the basic assumption of areal linguistics: over time, the sharing of associated geo-
graphical and sociocultural1 spaces tends to increase the observable degree of linguistic
similarity between languages because structures are selected, replicated, and diffused
by speakers for sociolinguistic reasons (Trudgill 2011). We take it for granted that there
are a multitude of possible geographical spaces with their specific sociocultural proper-
ties formed by historical contingencies, and for every space, the degree of areality can
be retrieved empirically. Furthermore, it has repeatedly been highlighted (most recently,
for example, in Campbell 2017, Friedman & Joseph 2017) that a proper understanding
of linguistic areas hinges on the answer to the question ‘What happened?’, that is, on
the dynamics of linguistic evolution behind degrees of similarity that are determined by
change and maintenance of specifications given historical events. Therefore, time is
given center stage in our approach; it is the dimension in which features acquire values
under given circumstances and area formation becomes manifest.

Following the geography-first approach advocated by van Gijn (2019), an areal in-
vestigation thus begins with selecting what we call a configuration—that is, select-

1 The term ‘sociocultural’ encompasses all variables that relate to human interaction, that is, political, eco-
nomic, scientific, cultural, sociolinguistic, historical, and so forth.
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ing a geographical space (in this case study, Britain and Ireland) and compiling its his-
torical, sociocultural, and sociolinguistic properties, which will act as a background
against which the formation of areal signals should emerge. This configuration also
 defines the maximum number of languages that can participate in area-formation
processes within its boundaries, there being only a finite number of languages inside a
specific geographical space. Language subsamples can be drawn based on factors such
as research question, linguistic concept(s), availability of data, shape of the area, sam-
pling principles, and so forth. In this article, we zoom in on Britain and Ireland, a con-
figuration with a long history in areal linguistics. Linguistic areas containing or
intersecting with Britain and Ireland have, for example, been proposed in Morris-Jones
1900, Pokorny 1927, Wagner 1959, 1964, Haspelmath 2001, Wehr 2005, and Hickey
2012, 2017a, to mention but a few, and accounts of possible Celtic influence on English
include Preusler 1938, Tolkien 1963, Tristram 1999, Vezzosi 2005, Lange 2007, Lutz
2009, Poppe 2009, Schumacher 2009, and Irslinger 2013, 2014. This configuration is
ideal for this kind of investigation because the sociocultural context is well understood,
the geospatial setting is easily definable, and the languages spoken in this configuration
are rather well documented over a long span of time.

Since we do not aim at (dis)proving that a configuration is an instantiation of a deter-
ministic category ‘linguistic area’ but rather seek to identify noteworthy developments
of areal distributions in and across configurations, there is no need to select a particular
linguistic feature with a deterministic or presumed diagnostic power that serves the pur-
pose of diagnosing whether the investigated configuration instantiates an abstract con-
cept ‘linguistic area’. The selection of linguistic features is first and foremost driven by
the need to achieve descriptive accuracy and comparability across all languages in the
sample. This means that we use a set of purely descriptive features that is tailored to this
specific sample and that captures the principal variance encountered therein.2

We start from the basic assumption that no feature is a priori exempt from the effects
of language contact (Thomason & Kaufman 1988, Matras 2009) and predict that every
feature has the potential to bear signals of area-formation processes; the diagnostic
power of a feature is best established bottom-up in specific configurations and time
spans. Thus, the question we pose is as follows.

(1) Given a set of linguistic features and a configuration, are the sampled lan-
guages more similar than one would expect when compared to other lan-
guage samples and checked against driving forces behind distributional
patterns, such as phylogenetic autocorrelation (constraints related to ge-
nealogical dependency), universal biases (constraints related to cognition,
physiology, communication, etc.), and chance?

The answer is expected to differ across configurations in the same way as in a qualita-
tive approach. Object coindexing, for instance, is generally considered to contribute to
the Balkan sprachbund (Friedman & Joseph 2017:57), but is usually not invoked when
claiming a linguistic area in Britain and Ireland, as its diagnostic value is deemed negli-
gible. The upshot of this approach is a number of statements about specific sets of lin-
guistic features in a given configuration, and in the spirit of fine-grained multivariate
typological description followed here (Bickel 2007, 2010), patterns of areality are ex-
pected to emerge from the data when aggregating them. For example, we may observe
that over a specific span of time in a configuration under examination, a set of features

2 For the reasoning behind descriptive theory, see, among others, Dryer 2006, Haspelmath 2010, Bickel
2015, Dahl 2016.
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involved in expressing grammatical relations displays an increase in similarity. But
evolution of similarity over another, or the same, span of time may be different (e.g. no
increase, or decrease) when we examine grammatical relations in another configuration
using the very same set of features.

For our case study, we select a set of morphological, morphophonological, and mor-
phosyntactic devices that are utilized in our language sample to express reflexivity, that
is, constructions where the a and p arguments have the same reference and cover almost
the whole field of Kemmer’s (1993) middle situation types, excluding constructions
that (i) have only reciprocal or passive semantics or (ii) lack overt morphological or
morphosyntactic marking (see §4 for a full description of the variables). This means
that the structures in example 2 are in the scope of this study, while those in 3 are not.3

(2) a. ar-nda·cumcabat
for-3pl.p·raise.prs.3pl

‘in order that they may raise themselves’
(Old Irish; Griffith & Stifter 2009–2013:46a.12)

b. They saw themselves in the mirror.
c. Sie machten sich davon.

3pl.nom make.pst.3pl refl away
‘They eloped.’ (Modern High German)

d. Sie waschen sich.
3pl.nom wash.prs.3pl refl

‘They wash.’ (Modern High German)
(3) a. They wash.

b. imo-narnaicc iarum do Chongal 7 do Chonall
recp-meet.pst.3sg then to Congal and to Conall

‘then, Congal and Conall met’ (Middle Irish; Marstrander 1911:240, l. 136)
c. dius-et ez-aedi

choose-ppl aff-be.prs.3sg
‘he is chosen’ (Middle Breton; Ernault 1887:240, l. 5)

While the method is supposed to work on an arbitrarily chosen set of features, our
choice—that is, reflexive constructions—is not entirely random for two reasons. First,
there is much recent qualitative research on reflexives from an areal northwest Euro-
pean perspective (Tristram 1999, Haspelmath 2001, Lange 2005, Vezzosi 2005, Poppe
2009, Vennemann 2013, Irslinger 2014). Second, two conflicting hypotheses have been
proposed based on this qualitative research: some scholars hypothesize that the contem-
poraneous emergence of at least some reflexivization strategies is indicative of areal
convergence in Britain and Ireland (Tristram 1999, Haspelmath 2001, Vezzosi 2005,
Vennemann 2013, and in particular Irslinger 2014:196–99), while others take a much
more cautious stance (Lange 2005, Poppe 2009). We capitalize on this work and apply
our method in order to (i) test whether there is a signal of areal convergence in Britain
and Ireland and (ii) assess the strength of the signal across configurations.

As for the heuristics, we propose to measure the dynamics of area formation as the
change in similarity between the languages in the sample regarding the chosen fea-
ture(s) over time given the configuration. Time is implemented by connecting the sam-

3 Abbreviations used in glosses: 1: first person, 2: second person, 3: third person, a: first argument of a two-
or three-place predicate, acc: accusative, aff: affirmative, art: article, dat: dative, f: feminine, gen: geni-
tive, inf: infinitive, int: intensifier, ipf: imperfect, m: masculine, mp: mediopassive, neg: negative, nom:
nominative, npst: nonpast, p: second argument of a two-place predicate, pass: passive, pl: plural, ppl: past
participle, prs: present, pst: past, recp: reciprocal, refl: reflexive, sg: singular.



pled languages to their phylogenetic ancestors within a given temporal space and sub-
tracting the similarity values of the ancestor pairs from those of their successors. The
resulting numerical value can be negative, which points toward divergence, or positive,
hinting at convergence and possibly contact-driven area formation. The signal may also
be close to zero, which indicates that the overall similarity remains unchanged (e.g. be-
cause contact inhibits divergence, all languages develop in the same direction, or the
configuration contains more than one group of converging languages).

3. Britain and ireland as a configuration. Britain and Ireland are geographi-
cally separated from the European mainland by the North Sea and the English Channel,
which—to a greater or lesser extent—have been sailed by humans since their formation
at the end of the Holocene. As the archaeological and historical records show, the flow
of people and goods was not constant—periods of strong trade connections and low-
scale migrations alternate with periods of low-scale trade and large-scale migrations
throughout history. This means that although the amount and type of contact between
people living in and around Britain and Ireland were subject to constant fluctuation,
these bodies of water have never been impermeable barriers but rather allowed for at
least some amount of contact (Van de Noort 2011:146–77).

Prior to the period relevant for this study, Britain and Ireland saw the immigration of
Celtic-speaking people from the European mainland in the first millennium bce, the
Roman invasion in 43 ce followed by the establishment of a Roman province that was
abandoned in 410 ce, and the arrival of Germanic-speaking people (Angles, Saxons,
and Jutes) from the north-west of present-day Germany and Denmark from the fifth to
seventh centuries ce (Higham 2013a,b, Cassidy et al. 2016).

The first large-scale population movements to Britain and Ireland that coincide with
a sufficiently large linguistic record are the Viking Age invasions. After initial raids in
the late eighth century ce, seafaring people from modern-day Denmark and Norway es-
tablished settlements in large parts of present-day England, northwest Scotland, and the
Hebrides, on the Isle of Man, and in the coastal regions of Ireland in the ninth and tenth
centuries. The Viking influence on these areas lasted between fifty and 300 years, after
which original speakers of Old Norse usually shifted to the local linguistic varieties. In
some parts of northern Scotland, the presence of North Germanic lasted even longer—
the North Germanic language Norn was spoken on Orkney and Shetland up until the
eighteenth century ce (Ó Cróinín 1995:233–71, Woolf 2007:275–311, Downham 2008,
Hadley 2008, Ó Corráin 2008, Wilson 2008).

The second series of population movements of interest for this study begins with the
Norman Conquest of England in 1066. This was followed by several invasions of
Wales, Scotland, and Ireland in the subsequent centuries, bringing speakers of both
Anglo-Norman and English to all areas of Britain and Ireland. While the first waves of
English-speaking immigrants assimilated to the Celtic inhabitants of these areas and—
at least partly—shifted to the respective vernaculars, later migrational processes such as
the plantations of Ireland, the Highland clearances of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-
turies, and the migration of workers during the industrial revolution led to a more per-
sistent presence of the English language in former Celtic-speaking areas (Davies 2000,
Doyle 2015, Black 2017:94–245).

Naturally, this eventful migrational history features prominently in the linguistic lit-
erature on contact and areality—be it in the detailed study of the possible outcomes of
language shift (the emergence of Irish English: Hickey 2007, Filppula, Klemola, &
Paulasto 2008), the mechanisms of language death (Scottish Gaelic: Dorian 1981), the
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possible structural impact of sustained bilingualism (Welsh: Baker 1985), or the various
areal linguistic studies listed above (§2).

4. Data. The data used in this study were collected from grammars and linguistic de-
scriptions, supplemented by corpus searches, of forty-three linguistic varieties (twelve
Insular Celtic, twenty-four Germanic, seven Romance; see Table 1) around the North
Sea and adjacent areas, and span from the eighth century ce to the present. The varieties
were not chosen to achieve a genealogically balanced sample but to provide a high areal
resolution that represents the actual genealogical distribution within the configuration.
Genealogy is thus not controlled for in a systematic way, and we start from the simple
assumption that the areal signal has the potential for overriding the genealogical signal.
Given the scarcity of records for several languages and varieties before the high Middle
Ages, the sample is not temporally balanced.

To calculate the change in similarity between languages and configurations, each va-
riety in our sample is assigned to one of three periods (c. 800, c. 1200, and c. 1900 ce,
±150 years; see §5 below). A more equal periodization (e.g. 800/1200/1600/2000)
would have been desirable, but is rendered impossible by the lack of available linguis-
tic data and pertinent information for the early modern era.

The features used to describe the expressions of reflexivity aim to break the con-
structions down into a range of fine-grained descriptors (following the principles laid
out in Bickel 2015, Bickel & Nichols 2017), span a range of binary morphological,
morphophonological, and morphosyntactic properties, and are designed to be symmet-
ric, which means that all states bear a more or less equal amount of information. They
capture the relevant diversity we encounter in the sampled languages at clause level.

language period language period
Goidelic West Germanic

Old Irish 700–900 Old English 700–1100
Middle Irish 900–1250 Middle English 1150–1500
Modern Irish modern Modern British English modern
Modern Scottish Gaelic modern Older Scots 1150–1650
Late Manx 1800–1974 Scots modern

Brythonic Irish English modern
Middle Welsh 1150–1450 Old Saxon 700–1150
Northern Modern Welsh modern Middle Low German 1200–1550
Southern Modern Welsh modern Mod. Low German (East Frisian) modern
Middle Breton 1150–1700 Mod. Low German (Dithmarschen) modern
Central Breton modern Old Frisian 1200–1450
Middle Cornish 1150–1600 Fering modern
Late Cornish 1600–1800 Modern West Frisian modern

Gallo-Romance Old Dutch 650–1150
Old French (Francien) 750–1300 Middle Dutch 1150–1500
Old French (Norman) 750–1300 Modern Dutch modern
Jèrriais modern Old High German 750–1050
Normand modern Middle High German 1050–1350
Ancien Picard 1000–1350 Modern High German modern
Picard modern North Germanic
Modern Standard French modern Old Norse 700–1150

Danish modern
Norwegian modern
Icelandic modern
Faroese modern

Table 1. Sampled languages with their period of attestation.



As several languages in the sample employ more than one construction, the addi-
tional value both has been added to cover these instances instead of reducing relevant
variation by arbitrarily picking a structure that is considered ‘normal’, ‘basic’, or ‘less
marked’ in a given language.4 The variables are described in the following. The full de-
scription of our data with all references can be found in the online Supporting Material
1 for this article.
Positional dependency. Is the position of the reflexive marker directly dependent on

the position of the verb? That is, is there a rule that the marker must be placed relative
to the verb? This includes basic rules like ‘the reflexive marker is the innermost marker
left of the verbal root’ or more complex ones like ‘with regular inflected verbs, the
marker is in slot 3 of the verbal template, but in slot 1 with infinitives’.

In Middle Welsh (4a), the position of the reflexive marker ym- is determined by the
position of the verb, whereas, for example, the Icelandic reflexive pronoun can be posi-
tioned freely (4b–c).

(4) a. yd-ym-dengys
aff-refl-show.prs.3sg

‘it reveals itself’ (Middle Welsh; Peniarth 14, 63; Isaac et al. 2010)
b. ég skammast mín

1sg.nom be.ashamed.prs.sg 1sg.gen
‘I am ashamed’ (Icelandic; Kress 1982:105)

c. Sér þvoði María fyrr í dag
refl.3.dat wash.pst.3sg M.nom earlier today

‘María washed earlier today’ (Icelandic; J. G. Jónsson 2011:109)

Stress. Can the reflexive marker establish its own stress domain? We have opted for
splitting stress and phonological interaction into two values since stress domains tend to
be larger than other domains of phonological and prosodic interaction (Bickel, Hilde-
brandt, & Schiering 2009:72) and this distinction helps capture variation in our data.

The p-pronouns used in Old English to denote reflexivity (hie in 5a) establish their
own stress domain—that is, they need not attach to another stressed formant—while 
the mediopassive verbal endings of Old Norse (-sk in 5b) always attach to a fully
stressed verb.

(5) a. hi hie þa up ahofon
3pl.nom 3pl.acc then up raise.pst.pl

‘then, they raised themselves’ (Old English; Sweet 1883:94.34)
b. bjó-sk hann þa til hólmgǫngu

prepare.pst-2/3sg.mp.pass 3sg.m then to duel.gen.sg
‘he then prepared for the duel’ (Old Norse; F. Jónsson 1924:235.21)

Interaction. Does the reflexive marker interact phonologically with surrounding lin-
guistic items (i.e. vowel harmony, liaison, mutations etc.)? This includes the whole
range of phonological integration like syllabification patterns, vowel harmony phenom-
ena, liaison, and so forth, but excludes stress (see above).

4 The number of instances of the value both increases between epoch 1 and epoch 2 from 6.9% to 23.5%
and then decreases again to 8.1%, which indicates that the possible greater availability of data for modern lan-
guages (and therefore the greater probability of finding constructions with conflicting values) does not skew
the data toward both.
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A case without interaction is the Standard British English X-self-reflexives (6a). The
p-markers used in Old Irish, by comparison, mutate following initial consonants and
take part in syllabification processes operating left of the formant (6b).

(6) a. He hit himself. (Standard British English)
b. no-m·ísligur

�-1sg.p·abase.prs.1sg
‘I abase myself’ (Old Irish; Stokes & Strachan 1901–1903:17d.22)

Allomorphy. Does the reflexive marker display phonologically, morphologically,
syntactically, or lexically conditioned allomorphy if all relevant features (i.e. number,
person, case, tense-aspect-mood of the verb) remain the same?

The prime example of a construction with no allomorphy whatsoever is the Low Ger-
man dialect of Dithmarschen, which uses the marker sik in all positions and with all
possible formants (7a). The Old Irish p-pronouns employed as reflexive markers, in
contrast, alternate according to both the element preceding them and the sentence type
(main/subordinate clause, polarity) (7b–c). Purely phonological alternations are consid-
ered under interaction.

(7) a. Wir wüllt sik eerst mol waschen.
1pl.a want.prs.pl refl first wash.inf

‘We want to wash ourselves first.’ (Dithmarschen; Lindow 1998:158)
b. no-m·ísligur

�-1sg.p·abase.prs.1sg
‘I abase myself’ (Old Irish; Stokes & Strachan 1901–1903:17d.22)

c. ar-nda·cumcabat
for-3pl.p·raise.prs.3pl

‘in order that they may raise themselves’
(Old Irish; Griffith & Stifter 2009–2013:46a.12)

Inflection. Is the reflexive marker specified for (i) person, (ii) number, and/or 
(iii) case?
Positioning. Where is the marker positioned with respect to the verbal root (pre or

post)? The marker may be positioned to the left of the verbal root or to its right or, as in
some cases, both. The reciprocal marker of Modern Breton, for example, is strictly pre-
verbal (8a), while the mediopassive endings of Old Norse are strictly postverbal (8b).
The p-pronouns of Old English may occur on both sides of the verb (8c–d).

(8) a. me nõm ziˈven
1sg.a refl defend.prs

‘I defend myself’ (Modern Breton; Wmffre 1998:28)
b. bjó-sk hann þa til hólmgǫngu

prepare.pst-2/3sg 3sg.m then to duel.gen.sg
‘he then prepared for the duel’ (Old Norse; F. Jónsson 1924:235.21)

c. hi hie þa up ahofon
3pl.nom 3pl.acc then up raise.pst.pl

‘then, they raised themselves’ (Old English; Sweet 1883:94.34)
d. Þa æteowode se deofol hine þam

then show.pst.3sg art.nom.sg devil.nom.sg 3sg.m.acc art.dat.sg
halgan were
holy.dat.sg man.dat.sg

‘Then the devil showed himself to the holy man.’
(Old English; Ælfric of Eynsham 1979:11.206–7)



Equivalence set. Does the marker form an equivalence set with passive or recipro-
cal? That is, is the reflexive marker also used to express passives or reciprocals? Both
functional overlaps are widely attested in the languages of the world and are present in
our sample (e.g. the Old Norse ‘mediopassive’ is used to form reflexives, reciprocals,
and antipassives). As with reflexive marking in general, we do not distinguish between
‘normal’ or ‘unmarked’ ways to express these two functions, but also include marginal
strategies.

The Modern Standard French se construction can be used to encode all three func-
tions (9a–c), while Middle Welsh X-hun(an) is reflexive only (9d).

(9) a. Il se lave.
3sg.m.a 3.refl wash.prs.3sg 

‘He washes.’ (Modern Standard French)
b. Il ne se trouvait pas de linguiste pour traduire

3sg.m.a neg 3.refl find.ipf.3sg neg of linguist for translate.inf
le document.
art document

‘You couldn’t find a linguist to translate the document.’
(Modern Standard French; Batchelor & Chebli-Saadi 2011:321)

c. Alors nous nous battons?
so 1pl 1pl beat.prs.1pl

‘So, we’re going to fight, aren’t we?’
(Modern Standard French; Guentchéva & Rivière 2007:583)

d. o-ny-led-y du-hun
if-neg-kill-npst.2sg 2sg-int

‘unless you kill yourself’ (Middle Welsh; Jones 1939–1941:10.24.35)

Expandable. Can the reflexive construction be expanded with an intensifier or a
similar formant for stress, clarification, or similar ends? For most languages in our sam-
ple this is identical to the reflexive-intensifier distinction variable of Standard American
English, but we wanted this variable to have a broader scope in the event that one of the
languages without this distinction developed the ability to use an additional reflexive/
intensifier (e.g. **I myself hurt myself ). Compare Modern Standard German (10a) and
Standard British English (10b).

(10) a. Sie schlägt sich (selbst).
3sg.f.nom hit.3sg.prs refl.3 (int

‘She hits herself.’ (Modern Standard German)
b. She hits herself (*herself ). (Standard British English)

Third-person number syncretism. Does the reflexive marker distinguish number
values in the third person? With this variable, we try to capture a common variation in
our data, for example, zero differentiation with Modern High German sich (11a) or full
differentiation like in Modern Standard English (11b), or whether there is one marker
that is used for singular and plural while another encodes plural only, like in Fering,
where the singular p-pronoun can also be used in plural constructions (11c–d).

(11) a. Sie wäscht sich. Sie waschen sich.
3sg.f.nom wash.prs.3sg 3.refl 3pl wash.prs.3pl 3.refl

‘She washes. They wash.’ (Modern High German)
b. He sees himself. They see themselves. (Modern Standard English)
c. Diartu sköömet ik me altu dol.

to.that feel.shame I me too much
‘I’m too ashamed to do that.’ (Fering; Arfsten & Vanselow 2014:36)
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d. jo feel ham muar (…) tu Deenemark hentonjen
3pl.a feel.prs refl more to Denmark draw.to.ppl

‘they feel stronger drawn toward Denmark’ (Fering; Drabek 2007:12.39)

The above variables are, to the best of our knowledge, linguistically independent
from each other; that is, there is no a priori linguistic reason to assume a universal cor-
relation of these features. As the whole data set consists of Indo-European languages
from three different subphyla, certain correlations might be expected to appear (e.g. be-
tween number and person marking). Interestingly, the correlation in our data seems to
be dependent on time, which we take to be a sign that our variables are essentially inde-
pendent (see §6.1 below).

5. Methods. The following gives an overview of the statistical methods used to ex-
amine the data, beginning with those used in the explorative analysis in §6, followed by
those used in the Bayesian inference in §7. In-depth descriptions, including the R code,
can be found in the online Supporting Material 2.
5.1. Explorative analysis. We first compute the pairwise correlation of variables for

each point in time using a chi-squared test. To counter the impact of genealogical splits
on the amount of correlation in the data, we keep the number of languages constant dur-
ing an epoch: that is, if a language splits, the ancestral state is included several times to
balance out the influence of its offspring. This has been done, for example, with Middle
Irish, which forked into Modern Irish, Scottish Gaelic, and Manx between 1200 and 1700
ce. We interpret the development of the correlation between features as a proxy for
changes in entropy and therefore as a first indicator of areal signals in the data.

To measure the evolution of similarity we proceed as follows. We compute the pair-
wise similarity of the languages in our sample for three different points in time (±150
years)—namely t1 = 800 ce, t2 = 1200 ce, t3 = 1900—using an adapted version of the
simple matching coefficient (Cheetham & Hazel 1969). Then we compute the changes
in similarity between successive stages (i.e. between t1 and t2 and t2 and t3).

Change between ancestor and successor languages is implemented by connecting the
sampled languages at t2 and t3 to their phylogenetic ancestors within the given temporal
space. Lineages are adopted from traditional classifications that ultimately rely on lexi-
cal and phonological data. Along the time axis, lineages may fork into new sublineages,
and therefore an ancestor language can have multiple successor languages at a given
point in time. For example, Old English is the ancestor of both Middle English and
Older Scots, and so on; see Table 2.

We then first compute the pairwise similarity between all languages that belong to
the same t (e.g. Old English and Old Irish), and subsequently the change over time be-
tween pairings of identical ancestry, for example, between pairing 1 (Old Irish/Old En-
glish) at t1 and pairing 1ʹ (Middle Irish/Middle English) at t2, and so on.

The simple matching coefficient is designed to calculate the similarity between vec-
tors of binary data. As the variables in our sample can assume the additional value
both, we changed the procedure to yield a partial match for the value pairings both/

t goidelic branch english branch pairings
t1 (800) Old Irish Old English 1 2
t2 (1200) Middle Irish Middle English 1′

Middle Irish Older Scots 2′
t3 (1900) Modern Irish Modern English 1ʺ

Modern Irish Scots 2ʺ

Table 2. Example of pairings and lineage connections over time.



true and both/false and a full match for the value pairing both/both (see Support-
ing Material 2, §2.3.1). 

For the calculation of the change in similarity during an epoch, we calculate the sim-
ilarities of all ancestor–successor pairs of languages present at both points in time. To
keep the size of the similarity matrices constant, ancestor languages appear multiple
times if they fork into multiple varieties. The change in similarity is calculated by sim-
ply subtracting the similarity matrix for the older epoch from that of the newer epoch,
that is, t2 – t1 and t3 – t2, and visualized in levelplots showing the pairwise change in
similarity.

To assess how the developments relate to possible area-formation processes, we split
the measurements of changes in similarity into groups according to whether (i) both lan-
guages of a pair are part of our configuration (isles–isles), (ii) both languages of a pair
are part of the contrast group (continent–continent), or (iii) only one of the pair is
part of the configuration (isles–continent). The distributions of values inside of each
of the resulting groups are visualized as violin plots. Despite recent advances at macro -
levels (e.g. Freckleton & Jetz 2009, Nelson-Sathi et al. 2010, Willems et al. 2016, Kelly
& Nicholls 2017, Murawaki & Yamauchi 2018), there are no well-established quantita-
tive methods to distinguish between spatial and phylogenetic signals in language change
that would be applicable in this case. We therefore need to rely on qualitative examina-
tion of whether the observed developments cross-cut phylogenetic affiliations.

5.2. Bayesian analysis. Distance or similarity measurements in pairwise matrices
are correlated. This means that if—given three points A, B, and C—the distances be-
tween points A and B (d(AB)) and between points B and C (d(BC)) are known, the pos-
sible values of the distance between points A and C (d(AC)) are limited to the interval
[d(AB)+d(BC),|d(AB)−d(BC)|]. To avoid this correlation influencing the results of our
Bayesian inference models, we draw the 1000 samples for each group in such a way
that each sample contains only independent measurements. To account for the differ-
ence in size between the groups, the language sample size is limited to the size of the
smallest group minus one—in our case, this is the group inside of our configuration
with its nine members.

To find out how strong the signal of convergence or divergence seen in the explo-
rative analysis is, we carry out Bayesian inference to estimate the posterior probability
of p given the observed pairwise change in similarity in each sample. Due to its sim-
plicity, we choose a Bernoulli model and model the change in similarity as a Bernoulli
process Y ~ Bernoulli(p), where p is the probability of success. A Bernoulli random
variable can take two states, success and failure, which in our case map to gain and loss
in similarity. For the Bernoulli model we binarize the data, setting all negative values
(i.e. a loss in similarity) to 0, and all positive values (i.e. a gain in similarity) to 1. The
few pairs for which the change in similarity is zero (zero-difference pairs) are randomly
set to either 0 (i.e. loss) or 1 (i.e. gain); their influence on the results is small (see Sup-
porting Material 2, §5.2). We estimate the posterior predictive distribution of p in each
sample using a uniform prior in the interval [0,1].

The resulting distribution of states in a sample allows for inference on the stochastic
process and its implications, in our case a tendency for convergence or divergence of
linguistic phenomena in a given area. However, the simplicity of the Bernoulli model
comes at a cost. The model does not capture the magnitude of the process, that is, the
change in similarity. For this reason we combine the Bernoulli model with the beta
model, which enables us to gain insight into the magnitude of the stochastic process.
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The beta model alone, in turn, would not be powerful enough, since the posterior pre-
dictive distribution could be caused by a few positive or negative outliers. Together, the
Bernoulli and beta models make for a robust estimation both of the tendency and of the
magnitude of the process.

To explore the actual convergence between languages seen in the explorative analy-
sis of the languages within our configuration, we therefore model the change in similar-
ity as a transformed beta distribution Y ~ beta(α, β) in the interval [−1,1], where α and β
are the shape parameters of the distribution. We then estimate the posterior predictive
distribution of Y given the observed, nonbinarized pairwise change in similarity in each
sample, using uniform priors for α and β. The posterior predictive distribution of Y pro-
vides an estimate of the expected change in similarity for a hypothetical previously un-
explored pair of languages during the respective epoch, taking into account the change
in similarity already observed in the data.

6. Explorative analysis.
6.1. Feature correlations. The first interesting finding of the study is the devel-

opment of feature correlations over time. The correlation matrix for 800 ce (see figure
4 in Supporting Material 2) does not show any significant correlation at all. In 1200 ce
(Figure 1a), a small amount of significant correlation becomes manifest, and in 1900 ce
(Figure 1b) a total of sixteen pairwise significant correlations between features occur.
We take this steep increase over time to be indicative of a decrease of entropy in the
sample—that is, the distribution of feature values across the sample becomes more uni-
form over time. This in turn hints at at least one significantly large group of languages
becoming more similar during our epoch 2.
6.2. Changes in similarity between languages. To uncover the relative devel-

opments between the languages in our sample, that is, whether individual languages be-
come more or less similar over time, we calculate the change in similarity between
language pairs at the beginning and end of each of our two epochs and visualize the
changes in a levelplot.

In our first epoch (Figure 2), the changes are only slight (as indicated by the overall
low intensity of the shading in the plot). We see some increases in similarity between
Irish and several Germanic varieties (most prominently Middle High German and Old
Norse), and a decrease in similarity between High German and most other languages at-
tested during the epoch, but no systematic convergences or divergences.

In the second epoch, the picture is vastly different (Figure 3): the most striking fea-
ture is the block of converging languages in the bottom left corner consisting of Insular
Celtic and insular West Germanic varieties. The one language in this block not adhering
to this tendency is Central Breton, the only Insular Celtic language spoken outside of
Britain and Ireland. It shows a strong divergence from its closest genealogical relatives,
Welsh and Cornish, and seems to side with some varieties of French, its closest geo-
graphical neighbors.

Late Cornish in turn shows the strongest convergence with the other languages inside
this cluster, especially with the Goidelic branch of Insular Celtic and insular West Ger-
manic varieties. The expansion of the latter during the Middle Ages and the modern era
ultimately led to the extinction of Cornish in the eighteenth or early nineteenth century.

The right-hand side of the levelplot shows mostly divergences or developments close
to zero. What is of interest here is the divergence between insular West Germanic and
continental West Germanic. The development of the insular West Germanic varieties
(Modern British English, Irish English, Scots) toward their Celtic neighbors in Britain



and Ireland sets them apart from their closest West Germanic relatives spoken outside of
Britain and Ireland, and again the areal gain in similarity cross-cuts genealogical links.
6.3. Changes in similarity within and across configurations. The emergent

clusters of individual changes in similarity between language pairs become even more
prominent if we split the language sample into two groups (inside our configuration,
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Figure 1. Correlation matrices for the two later periods of our language sample. Each square represents the
p-value of the chi-squared test of independence for these two specific variables. The darker the 

shading of a square, the stronger the correlation between the two variables.
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‘isles’, and outside, that is, on the continent and in Scandinavia, ‘continent’) and plot the
density of the calculated changes in similarity both within groups and between them.

In the first epoch—from the early to high Middle Ages (Figure 4a)—not much
change in similarity is detectable. The median convergences of the languages on the
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Figure 2. Levelplot of the changes in similarity during epoch 1 (labels refer to the languages at t2). Each
square represents the change in similarity between two languages. Negative values (i.e. divergences) 

are coded light gray to white; positive values (i.e. convergences) are coded dark gray to black.
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Figure 3. Levelplot of the changes in similarity during epoch 2 (labels refer to the languages at t3). Each
square represents the change in similarity between two languages. Negative values (i.e. divergences) 
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continent and in Britain and Ireland as well as between the two groups center around
zero, with only slight changes in one or the other direction.

The second epoch reveals a substantial amount of positive change happening in
Britain and Ireland: the isles–isles group in Figure 4b has one peak at c. 0.3 and a
smaller peak at c. 0 and covers an approximate interval of [−0.15,0.6], indicating that
the vast majority of languages converge more or less strongly, but a small group does
not converge or diverge at all. The isles–continent group in the same plot, however, has
only one peak at c. −0.2 and covers an approximate interval of [−0.6,0.45], indicating
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a. Density distribution of the calculated changes in similarity in 800–1200 ce.

b. Density distribution of the calculated changes in similarity in 1200–1900 ce.

Figure 4. Violin plots of the density distribution of the calculated changes in similarity in both epochs, that is,
how many language pairs in the respective group have a certain value of change in similarity. The horizontal
lines in the plot represent quartiles; that is, between two of these horizontal lines are exactly 25% of the data 

points. The proportion of the y-axis covered and the number and position of peaks in the violins are
indicators of the compactness and internal structure of each group.
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that the vast majority of languages diverge, some more strongly, some less so, while a
small group of languages also converges.

In sum, the sampled languages spoken in Britain and Ireland are more similar at the
end of epoch 2 than at its beginning, and the similarity between them and the sampled
languages on the continent decreased during the same period of time.

We interpret these patterns of change as an indicator of contact-induced gain in lin-
guistic similarity in our configuration in Britain and Ireland between 1200 and the pres-
ent, and we test this hypothesis in the next section.

7. Bayesian analysis. For the Bayesian inference, we use only the data for the sec-
ond epoch because the developments in the first epoch have not proven indicative of
area-formation processes and the language sample is too small.

The posterior probabilities of gain in similarity inferred for Britain and Ireland (Fig-
ure 5a) indicate that the change in similarity between languages in Britain and Ireland is
strongly biased toward an increase in similarity (94.7% probability of success, i.e. gain
in similarity). In contrast, the change between languages in Britain and Ireland and
 languages in continental Europe and Scandinavia is biased toward a decrease in simi-
larity as per Figure 5b (6.1% probability of success, i.e. gain in similarity). We take 
this as evidence that the observed increase of similarity in pairings within our configu-
ration and the concomitant decrease of similarity between pairs across configurations is
not random.

a. Posterior density of a gain in similarity for isles–isles pairs (1000 random samples).

b. Posterior density of a gain in similarity for isles–continent pairs (1000 random samples).

Figure 5. Posterior densities of gains in similarity. If the data pointed toward an equal opportunity of a gain
or loss in similarity, the plotted curve would have its peak close to the dotted vertical line. A skewness 

of the curve toward either end of the x-axis is indicative of a trend in the respective direction.



The developments on the continent and Scandinavia are also biased toward a de-
crease in similarity (6.2% probability of success; see Supporting Material 2, figure 15),
which suggests that this configuration is not homogeneous.

The range of probable changes in similarity resulting from the predictive beta distri-
bution (Figure 6) also shows a strong trend toward convergence in Britain and Ireland:
it predicts that if we were to observe a previously unexamined language pair in Britain
and Ireland between 1200 and 1900 ce, we would expect the similarity between the two
languages to increase by a mean of 0.3.

Figure 6. Posterior predictive distribution of change in similarity for isles–isles pairs (1000 random
samples). The curve represents the likelihood of a previously unobserved language pair situated 
in Britain and Ireland to exhibit the respective change in similarity between 1200 and 1900 ce.
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8. Summary and discussion. In this article we proposed a method for quantifying
area-formation processes using a similarity measure that explicitly implements time. In
a case study, we applied this method to Britain and Ireland, a region with a long and
much-debated history in areal linguistics, and sampled forty-four language varieties
from three subbranches of Indo-European situated around the North Sea and adjacent
areas, covering a time span from the eighth century to the present. As linguistic input
we collected data on thirteen fine-grained variables that are used in the expression of re-
flexivity, a domain claimed by some scholars to bear signals of areal convergence. We
examined the evolution of the linguistic similarity in two time spans: from 800 ce to
1200 ce, and from 1200 ce to 1900 ce.

We found that the overall similarity between all sampled languages remained largely
unchanged between 800 ce and 1200 ce. From an areal perspective, this finding sug-
gests that not much change happened or that all languages drifted into the same direc-
tion. Given the small language sample size and the short time span, this result does not
allow for far-reaching conclusions. Between 1200 ce and 1900 ce, we observed that the
similarity increased significantly between pairs of languages in Britain and Ireland,
while at the same time the similarity between languages spoken outside versus inside
Britain and Ireland decreased substantially. As a possible cause for this finding we first
examined the impact of phylogenetic autocorrelation: that is, the fact that in the trans-
mission from ancestor to successor languages, the feature specifications of the ancestor
and the successor are not independent. This bias predicts that languages that belong to
the same lineage tend to evolve in a similar way because of shared ancestry. Our find-
ings show, however, that such a phylogenetic bias cannot possibly account for all of the
observed increase because the gain in similarity systematically affects languages across
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lineages (Celtic, Germanic). Moreover, we also noted the inverse effect, viz. a substan-
tial decrease in similarity within a single lineage across configurations. A case in point
is Brythonic: Central Breton (continent) and Late Cornish (Britain) are genealogically
very closely related, but diverge strongly.

In order to exclude chance as a major cause, we estimated the tendency and magni-
tude of the observed change between 1200 ce and 1900 ce using Bayesian inference.
We first modeled the change in similarity as a Bernoulli process. The inferred posterior
probabilities of gain in similarity indicate a strong tendency toward gain for language
pairs within Britain and Ireland, and an almost reversed picture, that is, a strong bias to-
ward decrease, for language pairs that cross the boundaries of our configuration. Fur-
thermore, we modeled the change as a transformed beta distribution and estimated the
posterior predictive distribution given the observed pairwise changes. The results show
that the magnitude of the process, that is, gain in similarity in Britain and Ireland, is
substantial. We take this as evidence that the observed changes are not simply due to
chance.

As for the influence of universal trends on language change, we are not able, for the
time being, to estimate the extent to which such trends possibly contribute to the ob-
served changes in our data. This issue cannot be resolved here and needs to be framed
in a larger context (see Maslova & Nikitina 2007, Cysouw 2010, Bickel 2017). What
we can say is that, all things being equal, the likelihood of universal trends influencing
a language in the sample is equal to that of any other language being affected. This pre-
dicts an even distribution of these cases on the continent and in Britain and Ireland,
which is clearly not the case. The highly uneven geographical distribution that we ob-
serve can, at this point, mean two things: (i) the distribution is—to a yet to be deter-
mined degree—due to areal-formation phenomena, or (ii) the languages in Britain and
Ireland had something in common that made them more susceptible to the influence of
universal trends.

One common property that sets the earlier insular languages apart from many of the
earlier continental varieties is the complete loss of the inherited specialized reflexive
markers (< PIE *s(w)e-) in Old English and Insular Celtic before the first attestations of
these languages (as opposed to their preservation as, for example, Old High German  
si-h, Old Norse si-k, and Old Frisian se).5 It is conceivable that this gap in the gram-
matical system facilitated the emergence of new grammatical markers along crosslin-
guistically common paths of grammaticalization (see e.g. Heine & Kuteva 2002, s.vv.
intensive-reflexive, reflexive), leading to independent language-internal developments
all over Britain and Ireland, but not on the continent. However, the continental West
Germanic languages Old Low German, Old Frisian, and Old Dutch shared the loss of
PIE *s(w)e- in reflexive function with the insular languages, but developed in a distinct
‘continental’ direction (Harbert 2006:179–81, Postma 2012); this is difficult to account
for without recourse to spatial factors, especially if it is known that there has been con-
tact between the languages in question.

In her qualitative account, Irslinger (2014) suggests that the development of what
could be called the ‘insular type’ of reflexivization is an areal phenomenon that happens
more or less contemporaneously in Irish, Welsh, and English (most probably in the
early modern period), and this hypothesis finds quantitative support from the areally
constrained increase in similarity in our data during the second period between 1200 ce
and 1900 ce. We conclude that the observed areal convergence is to a significant degree

5 We thank an anonymous referee for bringing this to our attention.



driven by historical contingencies, that is, demographic and sociocultural developments
that happened in Britain and Ireland during or slightly before the period under investi-
gation. The most obvious facilitators of the areal convergence observed during the sec-
ond period are the Norman Conquest of England and the many subsequent expansions
into Celtic-speaking areas, in particular the Anglo-Norman invasion of Wales and Ire-
land in the centuries following the Conquest of England, the Cornu-Norman rule over
Cornwall, the Wars of Scottish Independence between the Kingdom of England and the
Kingdom of Scotland in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, and the En-
glish expansions during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, including the incorpo-
ration of Wales into the Kingdom of England with the Acts of 1535 and 1542, and the
Union between Scotland and England in 1707. These events, which ultimately led to a
persisting presence of the English language, are known to have initiated many complex
and fundamental sociocultural changes and increased opportunities for manifold lan-
guage-contact events that led to language shift (e.g. rapid language shift as in mid-nine-
teenth-century Ireland, extinction of Cornish) and widespread bi-/multilingualism (e.g.
L2 admixture as in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Ireland, bi- or multilingual lan-
guage acquisition as in present-day Wales).

A number of open questions remain. Our method is designed to detect areal signals
and to evaluate observations that have been made in qualitative research. It quantifies
spatiotemporal patterns of change in similarity in linguistic data, and as such, it cap-
tures linguistic change from an ex-post perspective by averaging over countless speaker
and speaker community interactions in diverse social and environmental contexts. What
it is not able to capture are the particular linguistic mechanisms of contact-induced
change (e.g. borrowing, replica grammaticalization, sub-/adstrate effects, relexification,
etc.; see Heine & Kuteva 2003, 2005, Lefebvre 2004, Matras 2009, Matthews & Yip
2009) and their precise cognitive, sociolinguistic, cultural, and environmental corre-
lates (cf. e.g. Milroy & Milroy 1992, Dahl 2004, Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schle-
sewsky 2009, Fagyal et al. 2010, Trudgill 2011, Maddieson & Coupé 2015, Clarke &
Heyes 2017, Nichols 2018). 

As for the impact of genealogical biases, our case study shows that affiliations with
different configurations can cause two very closely related languages, such as Breton
and Cornish, to develop in opposite directions even in close geographical proximity.
However, our method is not able to estimate the remaining degree of phylogenetic sig-
nal in the data.

With respect to areality, it is important to bear in mind that our method yields results
that are valid with respect to the configuration, the language sample, the particular lin-
guistic data, and the time interval to which it is applied, and generalizations should be
made with due caution. For example, in our study we observe that in Britain and Ireland
the expression of reflexivity captures a robust signal of gain in similarity between 1200
and the present, but not in the earlier epoch between 800 and 1200. This does not, how-
ever, exclude the possibility that there is an area-formation process going on in the ear-
lier epoch, nor does it indicate that in the later epoch results will necessarily converge
when exploring different linguistic data. Even within the same setting and time interval,
different (sets of) linguistic features are likely to display different signatures. Therefore,
when comparing configurations with respect to their overall degree of areality, it is ad-
visable to do so based on as many linguistic features as possible.

We presume that different ways of choosing linguistic features and defining configu-
rations of various sizes and structures will produce contradicting degrees of conver-
gence and divergence. At first glance, this might appear to be a weakness of the method,
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but again, this multifaceted picture is what emerges prima facie under given conditions
and probably accords with the intuitions of many a linguist. Put differently, rather than
providing final judgments about possible linguistic areas, for example, Britain and Ire-
land, this approach serves as a basis for testing hypotheses about the contribution of
specific linguistic and nonlinguistic factors to area-formation processes.

The method is designed for geographical settings with an attested linguistic history.
The number of such linguistic contact zones is limited. But even for the regions of the
world with a less well-documented linguistic past, language documentation increases in
the early modern period, and therefore the applicability of this method is by no means
restricted to western Europe. Promising candidates such as the Balkans, eastern Europe,
the Ancient Near East, South Asia, Japan, or areas along the Silk Road are easily iden-
tified. In view of the fact that the method has no systematic lower time boundary, its ap-
plication to any other kind of longitudinal data in a wide sense is expected to yield
interesting results.

9. Conclusions. Our approach to area-formation processes provides a simple quan-
titative method that is applicable to various types of linguistic data and complements
well-established qualitative approaches. Applying this method, we presented robust
quantitative evidence that a linguistic area—that is, a sociocultural space with an in-
creasing level of linguistic similarity—formed in Britain and Ireland over the past 800
years with respect to the features chosen here. From a historical perspective, this area-
formation process can be related to a series of historical events that followed the Nor-
man Conquest of England. We assume that the many subsequent sociocultural changes
afforded new opportunities and increased the need for interaction between speakers of
the languages in the area, which drove the overall gain in linguistic similarity. This gain
in linguistic similarity sets the languages of Britain and Ireland apart from languages
spoken outside of Britain and Ireland and cross-cuts lineages of linguistic ancestry:
Modern British English diverges from Continental West Germanic and Gallo-Romance,
while converging with Insular Celtic. On the continent, a growth in similarity between
Modern Breton and Gallo-Romance varieties contrasts with a remarkable divergence
between Modern Breton and Cornish, its closest relative, once spoken in close geo-
graphical vicinity in Cornwall.
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